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fleeting increasing depth of erosion of the arc complex. 
Superimposed on these trends are local variations in 
mineralogy related to differences in depositional envi
ronment. For example, shallow-marine, tidal sandstones 
of the Upper Jurassic Staniukovich Formation contain 
an average of Q48F42L10 whereas the underlying Upper 
Jurassic Naknek, a deep marine deposit, averages 
Q4F58L3g. The Naknek was tightly cemented with heu
landite during shallow burial as unstable volcanic mate
rial altered. Only minor heulandite is found in the Stan
iukovich which was mineralogically much more stable. 
Subsequently, however, laumontite cement destroyed 
much porosity in the Staniukovich. Laumontite clearly 
postdates heulandite cement and present evidence sug
gests that laumontite cementation was a late event, per
haps related to Tertiary intrusion and volcanism. Depth 
of burial was not a major factor in zeolite cementation. 

FREED, ROBERT L., Trinity Univ., San Antonio, TX 

Shale Mineralogy of General Crude Oil and Depart
ment of Energy 1 Pleasant Bayou Geopressured-Geo-
thermal Test Well, Brazoria County, Texas 

Thirty-three shale samples, ranging in depth from 
2,185 to 15,592 ft (666 to 4,752 m), were examined by 
X-ray diffraction methods to determine changes in a 
mineralogy with depth. Quartz is present in all samples 
and averages 15 wt. %. Above 7,800 ft (2,377 m), calcite 
content varies due to fossil fragments. Below 7,800 ft 
(2,377 m), calcite content varies from 0 to 9 wt. %. Po-
tassiiui feldspar and plagioclase contents are essentially 
constant at an average of 3 and 4 wt. %, respectively. 
Total clay content, combining kaolinite, UUte, mixed-
layer illite-montmorillonite (I/M), and traces of chlor
ite, is essentially constant, averaging 65 wt. %. Individ
ual clay minerals have quite variable contents from 
sample to sample, but distinct trends are noted: (1) kao
linite content is constant at an average of 25% total 
clay; (2) illite content initiaUy averaged 35% total clay, 
decreases with depth, and is zero in 10 of the 14 samples 
below 10,000 ft (3,048 m); and (3) mixed-layer I/M av
erages 40% total clay in shallow samples and 70% in 
deeper samples. The top of the geopressured zone, oc
curring at a pore fluid pressure gradient of 0.465 psi/ft 
and equiUbrium temperature of approximately 190°F 
(88°Q, is marked by a definite increase of illite in 
mixed-layer I/M at approximately 8,500 ft (2,591 m). A 
major change in illite content from 40% at 11,210 ft 
(3,417 m), to 84% at 11.750 ft (3,581 m), corresponds to 
a pore fluid pressure gradient of 0.7 psi/ft, and equilib
rium temperature of approximately 250°F (122°C). In 
addition, the arrangement of the I/M layers changes 
from random interstratification in samples from 11,540 
ft (3,517 m), and shallower, to an ordered layering from 
11,750 ft (3,581 m) and deeper. 

FROST, STANLEY H., Gulf Science and Technology 
Co., Houston, TX 

Uniformitarianism and Tertiary Reef Paleoecology 

Successful appUcation of knowledge about modem 
reef ecosystems to Tertiary reef paleoecocystems de
pends greatly upon the scale at which it is applied. 

The present is clearly an imperfect key to the past in 

the comparison of the biogeography and regional ecolo
gy of modem reefs with those of the Tertiary. This is 
largely because the Holocene and Pleistocene ecologic 
and biogeographic distribution of reef-building sclerac-
tinian corals, octocorals, and other key members of the 
reef community is a relatively recent phenomenon and 
is not representative of most of the Tertiary. Major 
changes in reef-coral paleobiogeography and evolution 
occurred in the late Eocene, at the end of the Oligocene, 
in the middle Miocene and at the end of the Phocene. A 
worldwide change in the ecology of shallow-reef com
munities occurred in the early Pleistocene with the great 
diversification and growth luxuriance of predominantly 
branching species of reef-corals with light, rapidly grow
ing skeletons accompanied by the proliferation of the 
hydrozoan Millepora. Most of these corals belong to the 
families Acroporidae, Poritidae, and Seriatoporidae. 

Other more detailed paleoecologic relations may, 
however, be reconstmcted only by strict uniformitarian 
comparison to hving-reef examples because the evi
dence needed to derive them is not preserved or is in
completely preserved in the fossil record. Some of these 
include: (a) quantitative estimation for an ancient reef 
of the standing crop biomass volume and productivity. 
Many of the biotic components of the benthic reef eco
system, such as seagrasses, sponges, and octocorals, 
have little preservation potential; (b) an estimation of 
the amounts and pathways of energy cycled through the 
benthic reef paleoecosystems; (c) the presence of symbi
otic relations, such as the vital link between hermatypic 
corals and zooxanthellae; (d) mutualistic and antibiotic 
relations among encrusters; (e) sediment-rejection po
tential, especially that of reef corals, octocorals, and 
sponges; and (f) interspecific aggression among reef 
corals, although some overgrowth relations may be de
duced from the fossil record. 

FRYBERGER, STEVEN G., Univ. Petroleum and 
Minerals, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia 

Eolian-Fluviatile (Continental) Origin of Ancient Strati-
graphic Trap for Petroleum in Weber Formation, 
Rangely Oil Field, Colorado 

An ancient stratigraphic trap for petroleum exists in 
continental deposits at Rangely oil field where the eoli-
an Weber Sandstone (Peimsylvanian-Permian) inter-
tongues with the fluvial Maroon Formation. The strati-
graphic trap developed as a result of the progradation 
of eolian dunes toward the ancient Uncompahgre uphft. 
Layers of fine silt and conglomeratic material that 
formed along the margins of the dune field created a 
permeable barrier, owing to diagenetic cementation and 
their intrinsic textural properties. The conditions which 
created the stratigraphic trap at Rangely may have de
veloped in other areas along the margins of ancient 
Pennsylvanian uplifts in Colorado, Wyoming, and 
Utah. 

Analysis of core indicates that porosity and perme
ability within the oil-producing sandstone are affected 
by diagenetic processes. Burrowed and contorted inter
vals are more intensely cemented and have reduced po
rosity and permeability values relative to undisturbed 
intervals. 

Evidence for eoUan origin of the Weber Sandstone 
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near Dinosaur National Monument includes: (1) large-
scale tabular-planar cross-stratified units with many 
low-relief, asymmetric ripples oriented up and down 
slip-face deposits; (2) raindrop imprints on slip-face de
posits; (3) contorted stratification, lamination style, and 
burrowing in the Weber match those of modem eolian 
deposits; (4) well-sorted quartz sandstones interbedded 
with poorly sorted, micaceous siltstones and conglomer
ates at Rangely oil field; interpreted to be interbedded 
eolian dune and fluvial sediments respectively; (5) con
sistent southward transport directions in flie Weber 
Sandstone considered more compatible with a wind-
driven depositional system than a marine depositional 
system; (6) the general lack of appreciable clay or chert 
in the study in contrast to the occurrence of these min
erals in marine rocks of the Weber farther west; (7) thin 
lenticular carbonate rocks (commonly only 0.30 to 0.60 
m thick) restricted to extensive diastems indicating de
position in nonmarine ponds associated with interdune 
areas; and (8) striking differences between the lenticu
lar, brecciated, nonfossiliferous dolomites in the Weber 
Sandstone here and the thick, fossUiferous cherty lime
stones of equivalent age in marine deposits within the 
Weber and the older, imderlying Morgan Formation 
elsewhere. 

Shortly after deposition, the eolian deposits of the 
Weber Sandstone became saturated with water and 
were then subjected to penecontemporaneous deforma
tion, which produced complex folding and breaking of 
laminations. 

FUNKHOUSER, L. W., Standard Oil of California, 
San Francisco, CA, and F. X. BLAND and C. C. 
HUMPHRIS, JR., Chevron U.S.A., Inc., New Orle
ans, LA 

Deep Tuscaloosa Gas Trend of South Louisiana 

The deep Tuscaloose gas trend of south Louisiana is 
one of the most significant exploration plays in the 
United States in recent years. This trend, productive 
from an expanded Tuscaloosa sand-shale sequence of 
Late Cretaceous age, covers a band approximately 30 
mi (48 km) wide and 200 mi (322 km) long, from the 
Texas line on the west and extending past L£ke Pontch-
artrain on the east. 

Regional studies initiated by Chevron in 1964 dem
onstrated the probability of and unexplored sedimen
tary section lying just to the south of the Lower Creta
ceous carbonate bank edge which crosses south 
Louisiana. Improved regional seismic data later verified 
the presence of such a unit, located between reflectors 
identified as Upper Cretaceous chalk and Lower Creta
ceous carbonate rocks. 

The discovery well of the Tuscaloosa wedge was 
drilled at False River area in May 1975, where Chevron 
tested 20 MMcf of gas per day from a sand at 19,800 ft 
(6,035 m) in the No. 1 Alma Plantation, 15 mi (24 km) 
northwest of Baton Rouge. Chevron confirmed the 
trend in December 1975, by discovering Rigolets field, 
125 mi (201 km) to the southeast. 

The productive section of the Tuscaloosa is interpret
ed to be a shallow-water deposit that has been built by 
progradation southward across the Lower Cretaceous 

carbonate bank edge. Down-to-the-south faulting in 
this expanded section, along with deep-salt movement, 
has produced most of the structural features that are 
now productive from the Tuscaloosa. 

Fifty-two exploratory wells have been completed to 
the present along the Tuscaloosa trend, resulting in the 
discovery of 14 fields. Proved plus potential reserves 
discovered through September 1979 are estimated to be 
approximately 4 Tcf of gas. 

GAGOSIAN, ROBERT B., Woods Hole Oceanog. 
Inst, Woods Hole, MA 

Early Transformation Reaction of Steroids in Marine 
Environment 

Several processes control the distribution of organic 
compounds in recent sediments, including biologic pro
duction and consumption, geochemical and biologic 
transport processes, and chemically and biochemically 
controlled transformation reactions. In transformation 
reactions of specific biogenic organic compounds, ster
oids illustrate the reactivity and organic compounds 
which contain "biologic markers." 

Steroid alcohols (sterols) can degrade through several 
possible chemical or microbiologic pathways in sedi
ments to produce steroid ketones (stanones), reduced 
alcohols (stanols), and hydrocarbons (sterenes and ster-
anes). Two marine sedimentary environments describe 
some of the potential mechanisms of the transformation 
pathways involved: (I) the highly productive upwelling 
areas of Walvis Bay, South Africa, and (2) the strongly 
reducing conditions of the Black Sea. 

GALLAGHER, J. J., Cities Service International, 
Houston, TX, and MARTHA O. WITHJACK, Cities 
Service Research, Tulsa, OK 

Basement Tectonics of China—Continental-Scale Cata-
clastic Flow 

The basement rock of China deforms by cataclastic 
flow because at the continental scale (10* km) China 
maintains the continuity during deformation necessary 
for flow. Moreover China's constituent basement ele
ments undergo cataclasis because they rearrange by 
brittle mechanisms in response to compression in the 
west and extension in the east. Structures, sedimento-
logic patterns, and earthquakes suggest brittle basement 
elements at two scales which are distinguished by their 
mechanical behavior. Larger elements have characteris
tic dimensions of 10̂  km and behave as rigid blocks. 
Smaller brittle elements, 10 km and smaller, occur in 
zones with flow characteristics at the scale of 10̂  km. 
Clay models support the interpretation of flow for Chi
na as a whole and for ductile zones in particular. The 
geology of China is used as a guide to prepare clay 
models and pieces of wood to simulate rigid basement 
elements. The space between the pieces is filled with 
clay which simulates zones of ductile basement and 
both the wood and the clay are covered with a layer of 
clay which simulates sedimentary rock cover. Wood 
blocks are moved in a sequence, in directions, and for 
distances suggested by the tectonic history of China. 
The resulting location, trend, type, and relative degree 


